
Important! Read First! 
 
Custom fitting your Race Master Glock Insert 
 
Dear Customer, 
Thank you for choosing our new Race Master Holster. I am confident you will find it 
meets and exceeds your expectations. 
 
I wish to point out to you that in the case of the Glock holsters, we have found that often 
a little custom fitting is needed to the Insert Slide Lock (part #17) of the holster to make it 
fit the gun correctly. There are many models of Glocks, and many generations of molds 
used for each model. We tested extensively and found the dimensions of the trigger guard 
vary a little from gun to gun. 
 
Our holster requires a tight fit to the front end of the trigger guard, so we had no choice 
but to keep the dimensions tight, to fit the smaller Glock trigger guards we tested. 
Therefore in some cases you may find the notch in the Insert Slide Lock is too tight out 
the box. 
 
DO NOT FORCE YOUR GUN INTO THE HOLSTER, AS YOU MAY DAMAGE 
IT. 
 
If the guns trigger guard fits, it will slide into the holster with little to no resistance. 
(make sure the locking mechanism is in the up position before you try to holster the gun). 
If you feel resistance the notch is most likely a little tight for your trigger guard.  
You then need to disassemble the Insert Block, take out the Slide Lock, take a close look 
to see if it fits onto the front of the trigger guard or not, and if the notch seems too narrow 
– widen it slightly using a Dremmel or a file. 
 
For a detailed video clip describing how this is done, look up “Race Master Holster” on 
YouTube and view the “customization clip” or follow this direct link: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EV0t-2bVu8w 
 
 
Thank you, and good shooting! 
 
Saul Kirsch 
Double-Alpha Academy 


